
,          French – Vocabulary of Place 

Year Four 

 

By the end of this unit, you will have developed your conversational skills through some new topics: transport, 

direction and movement. You will also use last half term’s learning to direct people around town and be able to 

ask for and give directions. 

                                                                                                                                    

 

By the end of his unit you will be able to 

•  Say names of places in your town and use these in sentences 

• Respond to simple instructions for direction and movement  

• Follow simple directions to find a place on a map 

• Name modes of transport and identify how you get to school 

You will be learning in French this half term all about your environment and develop last half term’s 
knowledge to ask for and give directions to places around your town. You will also look at transport that is 
available and be able to say how you get to school. 

The language you will learn will help you if you ever go on holiday to France. You can identify the names of 
places and things around, name some French cities and identify what places have or don’t have. You will 
also be able to ask for and give directions to places and use a map to direct yourself in somewhere 
unfamiliar. 

You can also use this to talk about the area you live in now and identify things that you can name in French.  

To check your learning during this half term 
and last, you will look at giving directions on 
a map.  

You will ask where places are and be able to 
answer questions in return.  

These skills will then be able to be 
transferred to real-life map reading and 
direction giving. 

 

 

 
il y a – there is a  

il n’y a pas – there isn’t  

voiture – car  

autobus – bus  

velo – bicycle  

a pied – on foot  

trottinette – scooter 

Comment vas-tu a l’ecole? – How do you go 

to school?  

Je vais a l’ecole en/a – I go to school by/on 

allez – go 

tout droit – straight on  

tournez – turn 

a droite – to the right  

a gauche – to the left  

Voila! – There you are!  

Pour le/la _______ s’il vous plait? – How do I 

get to the _________ please?  

premier/premiere – first 

deuxieme – second 

troisieme – third  
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Lesson Lesson Question What you will learn Learning Review 

1 What are the different types of transport? You will learn the French names for different 
modes of transport and be able to pronounce 
them with increasing confidence 

 

2 How do you go to school? You will use the modes of transport learned in 
last week’s lesson to answer the question, How 
do you go to school? You will have a 
conversation with your partner asking this 

 

3 How can I use directions? You will learn how to say the different 
directions in French and what they can be used 
to help you with 

 

4 Can I follow instructions?  You will use directions from last week to follow 
instructions using them and previous learning of 
movements 

 

5 What is there in my town and how can I get to 
them? 

You will recap learning of places in your town 
and use this to help you answer questions. You 
will converse with a partner on asking for and 
giving directions 

 

6 Can I have a French conversation? You will put all your learning together to have a 
conversation answering multiple questions: 
How do you go to school? Where is ______? 
How do I get to _________? 

 


